
 

 

 

 

 

April 24, 2020 

 

Honorable Sandra B. Cunningham 

Member of the Senate 

1738 Kennedy Boulevard 

Jersey City, New Jersey 07305 

 

Dear Senator Cunningham: 

 

I am writing on behalf of the members of the Consumer Bankers Association (CBA) to express 

opposition to Senate Bill 2358 as currently drafted.  CBA usually comments on federal policy, 

but we consider it necessary to weigh in on this legislation because it would conflict with 

national safety and soundness practices and potentially disrupt credit markets nationally.  We are 

concerned the legislation would create conflicting and confusing private education loan 

regulatory requirements among and between New Jersey, federal and other states’ laws.   

 

CBA is the voice of the retail banking industry whose members operate in all 50 states, serve 

more than 150 million Americans, and collectively hold two-thirds of the country’s total 

depository assets. At this time of extreme uncertainty, our banks remain in strong financial 

condition and are stepping up to serve the needs of customers and employees.     

 

Banks and other private financial institutions only comprise about 8 percent of education loans.  

The federal government makes the remaining 92 percent. Of currently outstanding loans, $1.47 

trillion of the total $1.6 trillion (92 percent) are federal. Due to careful underwriting that assesses 

the ability to repay the loan before it is made, along with comprehensive advance disclosures to 

borrowers, 98 percent of private loans are being successfully repaid.  The underwriting coupled 

with numerous disclosures helps protect students from borrowing more than they can afford.   

 

The CBA Education Funding Committee includes the banks that make most private student loans 

in order to help American students finance their education.  Members of the Education Funding 

Committee of CBA have made approximately 250,000 loans amounting to $3.9 billion to 

130,000 students in New Jersey.  In New Jersey, as in other states, the vast majority of these 

loans are being repaid on time.  This reflects the positive contribution the private sector is 

making to help New Jersey students finance their education, and it reflects the value of having a 

private option available to those who wish to use it. 

 

S2358, instead of making more private education loans available at a lower cost, would have the 

opposite effect.  It would increase the cost of borrowing and dramatically reduce availability; 

both outcomes that are not helpful as the nation works toward recovering from the ongoing 

economic crisis.   

 

The legislation is apparently attempting to require private education loan lenders to make it faster 

and easier to release cosigners from their loan obligations.  Most private education loans made 

today, especially at the undergraduate level, involve cosigners in order to meet credit, income, 
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and ability to pay requirements which makes it possible for more students to get a loan and has 

the added benefit of driving a lower interest rate tied to the cosigner’s stronger credit rating.  

Unfortunately, the proposed legislation would only serve to reduce the low-cost options available 

to New Jersey students and their families to finance higher education.   

 

As written, the legislation would create insurmountable conflicts with federal regulatory 

requirements and stymie the responsible application of long-standing safety and soundness 

principles that are core to extending credit.  Many of the bill provisions would seriously impair 

how a bank designs and administers a “Cosigner Release” program.  These programs provide an 

opportunity for a student to assume sole responsibility for repaying a loan when a cosigner is no 

longer needed, in the judgment of the creditor, to satisfy the credit, income, and capacity 

conditions that support repayment success.  By hamstringing the ability of banks to manage the 

release of cosigners in a manner that meets prudential regulator requirements and supports loan 

repayment success, S2358 could cause banks to stop offering cosigner release altogether and in 

any event would likely make it much more difficult for federally regulated financial institutions 

to serve New Jersey students, greatly reducing consumer choice and access to much-needed 

financing options. This is the wrong time to further disrupt the education marketplace. 

 

Since the onset of the COVID-19 novel coronavirus crisis, our members have been working with 

current students and their families, many of whom have seen their education interrupted or 

transformed due to the pandemic.  There is a great deal of uncertainty as to when normal 

educational processes can resume, and we are working closely with our customers to make sure 

they have the financing they need to start or continue their higher educations.   

 

Meanwhile, for borrowers who are in repayment on their student loans, we continue to offer 

many options tailored to their needs to make sure they can get through this period of tremendous 

uncertainty and turmoil.  Our members are offering special terms, including allowing expanded 

forbearance – stopping loan repayment – and other options that meet the needs of borrowers and 

cosigners.  We are also allowing borrowers more time to make decisions about whether to 

borrow and how much, realizing that families need to evaluate changing economic and 

individual family conditions.   

 

In sum, CBA member banks are determined to do their best to help our customers through the 

pandemic crisis and emerge with their educational plans intact and their financial situations 

manageable.  Banks are continually working with their prudential regulators, including the 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), Federal Reserve, Office of the Comptroller of 

the Currency and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), on allowable steps that can 

be taken to help borrowers now. 

 

CBA members that provide loans to help students pursue higher education are dedicated to 

providing the best possible service to their customers in order to make the loan repayment 

process go as smoothly as possible.  CBA members depend on satisfied customers to stay in 

business.  Loan servicing problems lead to losses, especially for private loans where all the risk 

is borne by the lender.  Further, unhappy customers won’t be interested in other products their 



 

 

bank may offer. In other words, banks are dedicated to making sure education loan borrowers are 

treated fairly and successfully repay their loans.   

 

S2358 would create specific, insurmountable conflicts for federally regulated financial 

institutions which must also comply with the National Bank Act and other federal legislation that 

governs how they must operate.  While the legislation seeks to partially exempt federally 

chartered banks and credit unions and their wholly owned subsidiaries, it does not provide a 

similar exemption for state chartered banks, which are subject to much of the same federal 

legislation and extensive regulation, examination and supervision by federal, state and local 

authorities including the CFPB, FDIC and their state regulators.   

 

Moreover, the exemption only applies to the extent “State regulation is preempted by federal 

law,” a considerable ambiguity open to interpretation on a case-by-case basis and will invite 

endless litigation that will disrupt and possibly eliminate the availability of private student loans 

to New Jersey residents.  Even setting these issues aside, unfortunately, there are numerous 

provisions in the legislation that are wholly unworkable.   

 

The legislation will cover millions of people as it applies to large numbers of New Jersey 

residents attending schools in other states, in addition to New Jersey. In addition to creating 

conflicts with federal law, the application to students in other states will leave lenders subject to 

conflicting state provisions that will make compliance impossible.  Therefore, we ask that you 

not proceed with this legislation and instead work with our member banks to address any 

concerns you have about the treatment of private education loan customers.   

 

We would like to point out some specific problematic provisions of S2358 as currently drafted.  

 

• State-set rules for when a private lender must release an education loan cosigner from their 

obligation are dangerously rigid.  A lender’s decision to release a cosigner (joint and several 

borrower), from a loan is, in effect, a new credit application, which not only involves an 

assessment of the student borrower’s ability to satisfy credit, income, and employment 

requirements at the time an application for release is submitted, but also a demonstrated 

willingness and capacity to repay through a record of on-time monthly payments.    

  

o Prohibition against requiring more than 12 on time payments.  By limiting the 

numeric payment requirement to no more than 12 payments, the proposed bill would 

impose an inflexible, artificial constraint on the ability of regulated banks in 

coordination with their regulators to set a numeric payment requirement consistent 

with the bank’s willingness to take on credit risk, market conditions, and regulators’ 

perspectives.    

 

o Requiring recognition of lump-sum payments.  A key purpose of the numeric 

payment requirement is for the borrower to show they are accustomed to making and 

able to make regular monthly payments.  This bill would require banks to treat a 

single lump-sum payment that is the equivalent of 12 months of payments as 
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satisfying the numeric payment requirement for cosigner release.  Such a one-time 

payment is clearly different from demonstrating an ability and willingness to make 

regular monthly payments in the future.      

 

o Loan treatment during 60-day period following notice of incomplete application.  

This provision interferes with the normal servicing of a loan by prohibiting interest 

capitalization, the imposition of late fees, negative credit reporting, or lost eligibility 

for cosigner release, many of which could result from a customer’s failure to make a 

required monthly payment.  Additionally, this provision conflicts with the Fair Credit 

Reporting Act (FCRA) requirement that furnishers accurately report information to 

consumer reporting agencies.  Finally, interest may capitalize as a result of events 

governed by a loan’s promissory note, including certain types of forbearance or 

deferment, wholly unrelated to the presence of a cosigner.   

 

o Blanket requirement to release a cosigner based on disability.  If the cosigner of a 

performing private education loan dies or becomes subject to a bankruptcy 

proceeding, banks do not consider the loan to be in default, and there are no negative 

consequences placed on the borrower.  However, most banks do not currently release 

a cosigner from a loan based solely on the cosigner’s total and permanent disability.   

S2358 would force lenders to release a cosigner from a loan obligation without any 

consideration of whether the cosigner’s condition impairs his or her ability to support 

repayment of the loan and without any consideration of whether the student borrower 

has the capacity and willingness to assume sole repayment responsibility.  

 

This blanket requirement for cosigner release would infringe on a bank’s ability to set 

the safety and soundness parameters associated with loan repayment that is heavily 

anchored in the cosigner’s support of their loan obligation, may conflict with the 

express terms of the promissory note, fails to take into consideration individual 

situations, and could harm borrowers who may not be prepared to undertake the full 

obligation of their loans.   

 

o The prohibition against permanently barring cosigner release on an account fails to 

consider situations where such a prohibition is reasonable.  This unreasonably 

constrains a lender’s ability to protect itself from credit loss and would raise 

additional safety and soundness concerns for federal banking regulators.  There are 

situations where the lender should be able to permanently bar cosigner release: 

▪ The loan has defaulted for failure to make payments; 

 

▪ The borrower has filed for bankruptcy; 

 

▪ The borrower has entered into a permanent loan modification.  

 

• Prohibiting the acceleration of payments on a private education loan except in cases of 

payment default conflicts with guidance issued by the Federal Financial Institutions 



 

 

Examination Council (FFIEC).  This guidance mandates that in some cases loans in 

bankruptcy should be charged off within 60 days after a bankruptcy filing and loans resulting 

from confirmed fraud should be charged off within 90 days after discovery of the fraud.     

 

• Documentation requirements are overly burdensome and require disclosure of proprietary 

information. 

o Requiring the lender to provide the borrower the credit score threshold used by the 

lender if a cosigner release application is denied would force lenders to disclose 

proprietary, non-public information that reflects internal safety and soundness metrics 

for assessing capacity to repay.  Lenders invest a great deal of time and resources into 

lawfully predicting ability to repay.  Their methodologies are supervised by federal 

regulators to ensure compliance with safety and soundness parameters as well as fair 

lending requirements. 

 

o Providing the Borrower’s Consumer Report upon Borrower Request if Application is 

Denied. 

▪ It would be highly problematic to meet the additional requirement, in the case 

of a denied cosigner release application, to provide to the borrower upon 

request the borrower’s consumer report.  Lenders/servicers do not receive 

credit report information from the credit bureaus in a form that would be able 

to be furnished back to the borrower upon request.  Additionally, 

lenders/servicers are already required by TILA/Reg. B and the FCRA to 

provide an adverse action notice to the borrower when the cosigner release 

application is denied, which provides clear information about how to obtain a 

free copy of the borrower’s credit report from a credit reporting agency. 

 

▪ Moreover, providing the borrower’s credit report to the borrower could make 

lenders/servicers a credit reporting agency under FCRA.  Lenders/servicers 

cannot comply with the FCRA requirements imposed on credit reporting 

agencies. 

 

o Requiring an annual notice to cosigners with all cosigner release terms and conditions 

is a major cost that would yield little benefit.  Lenders/servicers provide this 

information to borrowers and cosigners in a variety of ways and at meaningful times 

during the loan origination and repayment periods.  This information is already 

routinely made available by lenders on an ongoing basis via websites, it is provided 

on three Truth in Lending Act-required disclosures made before the loan is issued, 

and customer service representative are trained to be fully responsive to requests for 

information about cosigner release requirements.   

 

o New loan origination disclosures to cosigners would duplicate and conflict with 

existing federal requirements.  Today, cosigners receive three comprehensive Truth-

in-Lending Disclosures -- at application, at loan approval and prior to loan 

disbursement -- outlining the terms and condition of the loan and loan repayment 
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responsibilities shared with the student borrower.  The cosigner is placed in the same 

position as the student borrower.  These new disclosures would also create a 

significant, unnecessary cost by requiring major revisions to systems and technology, 

even if the disclosures were modified to be merely duplicative of federal requirements 

rather than in conflict.  Cosigner rights/obligations are also set forth in credit 

agreements and are available at all times on lender or servicer websites. 

   

o Cosigners receive the same delinquency/collection letters and phone calls as the 

student borrower.   Since cosigners are already notified if the loan becomes 

delinquent and are provided information on how to cure the delinquency, including 

available repayment options and programs, the new requirement to notify cosigners is 

duplicative and unnecessary.  Loan holders have a strong interest in making sure a 

loan is repaid and thus are motivated to make sure all parties, including cosigners, are 

given the information they need.  State-mandated documentation requirements solely 

for New Jersey will make it far more difficult for lenders to keep their customers 

informed and disrupt a well-functioning national servicing and collections approach 

that already effectively provides cosigners line of sight to the status of loan 

repayment. 

 

o Customers are currently able to check any time to determine how many payments 

remain to be made to satisfy the numeric payment requirement along with other terms 

and conditions.  Servicers also inform borrowers who wish to make a change to their 

repayment plan of any impact on eligibility for cosigner release so they understand 

the consequences before proceeding.  They also are notified if an application is not 

approved and the reasons why pursuant to existing Regulation B and FCRA 

requirements.  

 

As in the previous examples, State-mandated, specific requirements for how a loan 

holder or servicer must communicate information to customers can never encompass 

the many individual cases that exist and, once again, are duplicative and would 

frustrate compliance with  federal disclosure requirements.   Moreover, mandating an 

automated communication that the numeric payment requirement has been satisfied 

would be prohibitively complex, requiring new systems programming to account for a 

high number of unique student loan repayment events, and outcomes that are far more 

accurately assessed through a manual review of the payment history at the point in 

time and an actual application for cosigner release has been received. 

 

• Requiring that lenders or servicers provide a cosigner access to all documents or records 

related to the cosigned private loan to which the borrower has access would force banks to 

violate federal and state privacy laws.  Banks and servicers cannot legally comply with this 

requirement.  This would require disclosure to a particular cosigner of records that include 

non-public personal/sensitive financial information about the borrower or other cosigners.  

The student borrower may have loans that are not cosigned, or that are cosigned by others.   

 



 

 

 

Private lenders are successfully serving New Jersey students and their families, and would like to 

be able to continue to do so.  There is no evidence that cosigner release programs are not 

functioning effectively to provide release to qualifying borrowers and there is no groundswell of 

complaint data to the contrary.  The requirements of S2358 would impose significant new 

compliance burdens - - many that duplicate, conflict with, or would frustrate federal safety and 

soundness principles, privacy laws, and existing federal consumer disclosure requirements - - 

with no appreciable benefit to customers who already receive substantial and timely information 

about cosigner obligations and cosigner release programs. 

 

We would be pleased to discuss this legislation further, should you wish to do so. Thank you for 

your concern. 

 

Sincerely, 
 

 

Richard Hunt 

President and CEO 

Consumer Bankers Association 

 


